The Outdoor Trash & Recycle Bin offers a tidy waste solution which includes two full size removable bins. Creating a fully sealed environment, the drawer system is safe from rodents and weather. The seamless welded 304 grade stainless construction is a perfect complement to any DCS outdoor kitchen.

**Features & Benefits**

**High capacity**
The DCS outdoor trash and recycle bin includes two removable 10-gallon bins.

**Premium quality design**
 Constructed from 304-grade stainless steel, and featuring superior weld and finish, DCS trash bins are built to last. The soft-close drawer is engineered for easy use.

**Family match**
The neutral stainless steel finish, refined handle profile and consistent detailing ensure DCS built-in products integrate seamlessly into your countertop and cabinetry palette.

**Specifications**

**Accessories**
- Size trash bins: 10 gallons
- Trash bins included: 2

**Design**
- Finish: Brushed Stainless Steel

**Finish**
- Built-in installation: *
- Finish: 304 grade stainless steel
- Weather resistant: *